AirSpring Post Mount System

What You’ll Receive

A - Bracket x2

B - Cable Tie x2

C - Pin x2

D - Fibreglass Arm x2

E - Drill Bit Tool x1

F - Banding Strap x6
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AirSpring Post Mount System
1.

Position your first bracket (A) at the height you will be installing your AirSpring Post Mount
System. For the top bracket, the spring must be above the arm. Attach three banding straps
(F) around the bracket to hold it in place on the column/post - two banding straps at the
top of the bracket and one at the bottom.

2.

Using the drill bit tool (E) tighten the banding straps until they are tensioned correctly and
they are parallel to the edge of the bracket.

3.

Insert the fibreglass arm (D) into the top sleeve of the banner. Cover the aluminium sleeve
with lithium grease to allow for easier removal from the bracket. Then ensure the holes in the
fibreglass arm are aligned with the holes in the bracket before fitting.

4.

Insert the pin (C) through the hole at the top of the bracket and the fibreglass arm, thread
through to the bottom and secure.

5.

Insert the cable tie (B) through the eyelet in the banner and the circular part of the pin. Tighten
and cut off excess cable tie.

6.

Insert the fibreglass arm into the bottom sleeve of the banner and into the bracket. Align the
assembly against the column/post and mark the position you wish to install the bottom
bracket.

7.

Remove the banner and the fibreglass arm from the bottom bracket and install the bracket at
the marked position (following steps 1 and 2). For the bottom bracket, the spring must be below
the arm with two banding straps at the bottom of the bracket and one at the top.

8.

Insert the fibreglass arm into the bottom sleeve of the banner. Cover the aluminium sleeve
with lithium grease to allow for easier removal from the bracket. Then ensure the holes in the
fibreglass arm are aligned with the holes in the bracket before fitting.

9.

Insert the pin through the hole at the bottom of the bracket and the fibreglass arm, thread
through to the top and secure.

10. Insert the cable tie through the eyelet in the banner and the circular part of the pin. Tighten
and cut off excess cable tie. The AirSpring Post Mount System is now installed.

Need More Help?

Our team are only a phone call away and more than happy to answer any
questions you might have.
Alternatively, you can visit bannerbox.co.uk/guides for more detailed guidance.
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